12 – 13 SEPTEMBER 2018

KICC
Nairobi, Kenya

CONFERENCE PROGRAMME AT A GLANCE
The Future Energy East Africa conference (formally known as EAPIC) celebrates its 20th year by embraces knowledge sharing and capacity building
in the region.
Power projects can take significant time to implement and, therefore, the two-day strategic conference provides a platform for imperative
discussion. This September, we bring together the East Africa’s power decision makers to provide a road map for Kenya’s ‘big four’ agenda. The
focus of conversation will also be to find out if the region’s electricity industry has matured to cease REFIT and commence to total tendering.
Furthermore, we consider the growing appetite for renewable energy in emerging markets, amongst other topical issues.

WEDNESDAY, 12 SEPTEMBER 2018
AM

Organiser’s Welcome
Host ministry welcome address
East Africa’s power decision makers: the game plan for the ‘big four’ agenda

PM

Feed –in –tariffs or auctions?
•
Has the East African electricity industry matured to cease REFIT and commence to total tendering?
•
Will auctions spur significant growth in the renewable energy sector?
Plans to leverage the looming excess generation to support regional interconnectivity and energy trading
The growing appetite for renewable energy in emerging markets
•
An outline of the regulation of internment renewable technologies

THURSDAY, 13 SEPTEMBER 2018
AM

PM

Tackling political interference in the regulation of electricity businesses in
East Africa

Economic viability of mini-grids: Confronting incoherent energy policy
frameworks that are not attractive for private investment

Financing electric infrastructure projects in the region – solutions to foreign
currency exposure

Grid Code 2018: Steps to gaining provision to operate power and move within
the region

Responsible investment and environmental risk management – identifying
sustainable trends

Lessons learnt: success stories of operation, management and financing of minigrids

Combing private sector innovation, efficiency and customer service with public sector support: plans to end energy poverty
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